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Summary: Hiccup's thoughts one morning after becoming chief and after
the victory against Drago

    Morning Thoughts

This Fiction is after the second movie or between the scene where
Hiccup is made chief and the scene where they rebuilt the
village

Sorry if it is not exactly the same as the one in French, I tried to
translate it as best as I could without doing word for word.

Morning Thoughts

It is rare that I am waking up before my brother, even very rare.
Usually, it's him who wakes me up, and he is early, very early. But
even so, I love him and I will make sure that nothing happens to him,
like I promised him. He is sleeping peacefully next to me, I get out
of bed careful to not wake him up, these last days were exhausting
especially for him. First of all, to my biggest surprise and
happiness, I find my mother, long lost mother. Then we kept training
to make our tight turns and his solo gliding (in a way) that we were
getting better at but none of them were done correctly until my
mother revealed one the secrets of my brother that would allow us to
do our tight turns. After there was our enemy who tried to turn him
against me but I got him back after losing him. And the battle, the
fight that he did almost on his own but I refused to let him fight
alone and I jumped on the saddle on his back so I could help him in
his fight. Once the battle finished that he won, everyone bowed
before him giving him the title of Alpha of the dragons, his name:
Toothless. I know his name isn't really all threatening and all but
don't you believe in looks since looks can be deceiving 'cause the
previous Alpha was gigantic and breathed ice. Him, he is small
compared to the Alpha so trust me he deserved to be respected as much
the one coming from the humans than the one coming from the dragons.



And to say that probably the last of the Night Furies became the
dragon alpha, I can very well imagine what they could do all together
so trust me again, when I say that he deserve to sleep, he deserve to
sleep. Poor him he is exhausted, doing what he did is incredible. I
smile and decide to stay so that I can watch him sleep just like he
always waited (well I believed he did) that I woke up after the
battle against the Green or Red Death five years ago. I don't want to
bother him and hope that no one will come to wake my brother up. I
have the feeling that my mother, my girlfriend and the others are
probably going to criticize the fact that I stayed at his side
instead of doing my job as chief of the village since my father gave
me the title and the responsibilities that comes with the
title.

End
file.


